




On a hero 

Take the example of Harriett Tubman. Tubman has been 
mythologized by white biographers and public school teachers into a 
mythical heroine. She was the superwoman who ran back into slave 
country dozens of times to lead other enslaved people to freedom, 
risking her own life and freedom for theirs. While this myth is based 
in (an incredible fucking awesome) reality, it whitewashes over the 
complexity of Tubman's diverse actiVism, and it strips away her 
humanity by making her some kind ofunattainable soldier of the 
movement. Why would the USA power structure wan t to create a: 
mythic Tubman who is a detached soldier fighting for a single 
(historic) cause? 

By rediscovering the depth of Tubman's actiVism and the ongoing 
(even to present-dayl) nature of the causes she devoted most of her 
energy to, Tubman's work becomes relevant-and dangerous-again. 
And by learning the emotional motivations and connections that 
Tubman had with her aotrvism, she becomes a practical role model 
for serious actiVists today, someone who did incredible things with 
incredible courage, but courage that was based in and made possible 
by relationships to her community, not just some Innate 
fearlessness. 

When Harriett Tubman went back South, she went back for her 
family. With each raid she tried to undermine enslavement as much 
as possible and proVide access to freedom to any enslaved person 
who could safely come with her or hear her directions, but 
throughout that dangerous revolutionary work was the personal 
motivation and connection to her famlly. Tubman may never have 
been a mother, but she fiercely enacted her roles as daughter, Sister, 
and caretaker/ward ofher entire family. This devotion to keeping a 
family together is itself a rebellion against the physical and psychic 
aspects of slavery. In deconstructing the myth of Tubman a6a 
warrior-mother to the entire African American people, we find a 
person who was In fact working out of motherly devotion to her own 
family and friends, as well as for her own greater political and 
philosophical causes. This brings her out of the realm of fantasy. 
Tubman was not an unemotional, war-savvy guerilla-she was a 
complex and profoundly Ioving war-savvy guerrilla I 

Tubman attacked enslavement and white supremacy on all fronts, 
throwing her body and soul at whatever fight was most accessible or 
most pressing at any one time. Whereas the wealthy neglected 
solidarity towards freedpeople's poverty and job discrimination; 
whereas men passed up care duties as women's work and women 
labeled fighting men's work; whereas the young neglected the old 
and infirm; whereas in all walks of the movement people hid behind 
their prrvtlegea as _ excuses to avoid doing the work they could 
do in an effort to maintain those privileges despite their 
commitment to pieces of Black and women's liberations-Tubman 
followed through. She was. a true revolutionary. She actively 
deconstructed hierarchies in society and also within her own 
movement by showing that no work was too small nor too great for 

her. Her commitment to enslaved people ran beyond simple 
emancipation to a true end of their oppression, meaning economic 
justice and security as well as an end to racial and gendered 
discrimination. 

We need to be multi-issue actiVists who empower each other to be 
unafraid of the dangerous, heroic work by creating communities 
that enable that kind of work. We need to tend to every aspect of 
ourselves, including physical and emotional needs. We need to pay 
attention to those of us in the movement, Including the elderly, the 
young, the mothers, and the infirm. We need to do the boring labor, 
the stuff no one gets mythologized for. There's a reason the 
schoolbooks don't tell the whole story. We need to lrve it. We need 
to take care of each other's children. 



on an eating disorder 

I had an eating disorder in high school. I have found women with 
eating disorders in every scene I know. It has been my experience 
that a lot of fem1.nisty punk rockers, myself being a prime example, 
can extricate ourselves from a huge chunk of sexist rn1ndwarping-
we can fuck shit up, we can mesh, we can dress crazy, we can shave 
our heads and grow our leg hair, we can be intellectual and loud and 
political and successful-but we can't get over sk1D.ny. What makes 
thinness so insidious? We know from the experiences of the riotgrrls 
that punkrock is pretty patriarchal, but how come those of us who 
are actively fighttng sexism in our scenes have so much trouble 
actively fighting (or even seeing as a problem) our internal 
obsession with size? There's a thing one of my feminist dude friends 

.yells at me when I'm having a size crisis: "Take up space I" And I 
follow that sometimes. I do take up space; I take up space with my 
voice, with my body language, with my appearance. But I st1ll 
struggle with taking up space with my body. That's a fuoked up 
thing, and it needs to be unraveled. 

I ""..,~ to w,it< ,bout lood. Iw,n"'" ro wri'e ,bout bow' 10',I the time I 
eat he"'u« 1'rn ,uppo",d ,0, h,0' I h've nO id'" if I'm hun~ ornot orhoW. 
hunger ,d,t'" '0 ",tiDg. II'w wben I ,","ed 161 h,d ,~,,,",gcl,,,,,,gehur" 
0''' belore I g'<W ",,,,,ts ""d ",Uy ju,t the w,y the ,ltiD ,ucl<ed do""' on" 
rny ,ib ",g<- Oh"y body which Is ,ltiDnY 0' not. I don' even !<now. 

Anyway, eating is fllt11e. Sometimes it is delicious and indulgent and fun but 
those are sort ofrare and you 1lllve to eat Many Times Every Single Day so all 
those non-indulgent tunes are futile and hard and pointless and so overdone. 
I want to weigh less. I want to be smeller and worth nothing. I don 't want my 
bones to smooth over and my body to lose its originality. I gained so much 
weight this year at New Years when I said I would eat again and I did and I 
gained 13pounds no 15 pounds but then lost it all two weeks ago by being 
sick and eating toast and so what's the fucking point?It is all maintaining 
equilibrium and reaJJy ft7]y should you have to work so hard to do that? I 
hate fat pockets on my body. Women were made to be soft and round but not 
me. I don't went that. 

.. 
~ ' . 

When I talk about my own disordered eating I don't mean the 
clinical definition of anorexia. I think THE CLINICAL DEFINITION 
IS WRONG. You cannot say that someone is only sick if they weigh 
15 pounds less than an arbitrary declaration of "healthy weight." 
That person was sick the ENTIRE time they were losing weight, it 
isn't like the person passes a magical threshold into treatability 
when they weigh 85 pounds versus 106 pounds. It has nothing 
really to do with what you weigh, the problem, the disease has to do 
with what you think, how you act. This means: every single person 
who expe11ences feelings of being-too-big, being-too-much, needing
to-be-smaller for these cultural reasons is suffering from this 
disease. It's not restrtcted to those of us who are for whatever 
reason are already kind of small, or have the prrvtlege to not need to 
work or otherwise can go through the day without eating. Tills 
means: it as fucked up for the girls reading fashion magazines to be 
dieting as it is for 14yearold me to be skipping meals and going to 
swim practice. 

I think it is particularly wrong to characterize eattn.g disorders by a
 
number when so much ofit involves fixating on a number, and
 
giving it that number creates a goal to latch on to: if I can be 85
 
pounds then I am really skinny, even the doctors say so I Or if, say,
 
you are a perfectionist who needs to never ever ever actually have
 
an identifiable problem because you need to be completely perfect
 
and definitely not diseased, then it gives you a number to very
 
carefully avoid so you can eat for survival, so you can eat just
 
enough whole grains which are brain food to keep getting straight
 
A's and at the same time definitely not ever be clinically anorexic.
 
Not anorexic: despite the missing periods, the mind-body
 
disconnect, the self-hate and shame.
 

On chicken legs and appropriate PC responses: 
"Do I like my legs for being part of the body that I have 
or 

do I hate my legs for being the symptoms of my psychological disease?" 




































